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President’s Message
By John Tellefsen
Winter heating season is here! Outside air at minimum, might be needing humidifiers…
We had a great turnout at the joint meeting with NJ MCA (Mechanical Contractors
Association) and the NJ ASPE! The theme was, well, joint meeting!
Last month’s speaker was Kurt Kalafsky who is the current NJ AIA president and he
presented his take on Integrated Design Processes and answered various questions on his
experiences. There were many table-top presentations from many vendors before the
meeting for some hands on of different equipment and there were prizes given during the meeting.
This month our meeting. We have two speakers this month, Michelle Contri and Thomas Davidson, who both work
for DLB Associates Consulting and they are presenting Hydraulic Modeling to Enable Design Resiliency and Quantify
Pump Energy Savings for Data Center Chilled Water Systems.
The theme for this month’s meeting is Research Promotion (RP)! We are here to learn and to invest in the
research that ASHRAE does every year. Check out the RP Committee column!
As always, if you wish to volunteer for one of our different committees or help out with any events, please contact
any of the committee chairs listed in the Thermogram or contact me. We welcome you to do so. Any help is greatly
appreciated!
Keep warm!

2014-2015 Presidential Award of Excellence (PAOE) Summary
Chapter
Members

Member
Promotion

Student
Activities

Research
Promotion

History

Chapter
Operations

CTTC

Chapter
Grassroots
Government
Activities

Min/Par

500/800

300/500

800/1,050

100/300

400/1,000

450/1,050

500/650

3,050/5,350

646

185

-

1902

-

455

340

-

2882

NJ Chapter
PAOE Point
Total
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Tom Davidson P.E. & Michelle Contri P.E.
DLB Associates
Topic
Hydraulic Modeling to Enable Design Resiliency
and Quantify Pump Energy Savings for Data
Center Chilled Water Systems

Quantify Pump Energy Savings:
Chilled Water Systems in Data Centers are Characterized by:
Equipment Redundancy (Pumps, Chillers, Economizer HX’s)
Distribution Redundancy (Terminal units are typically dual fed)
Variable Speed Equipment (in recent years)
Day 1 loads are typically much less than Ultimate loads
Question 1: Can this redundancy be put to good use for reduced energy consumption for Day 1 and
Ultimate loads?
Question 2: Is there a way to quickly assess the pumping energy use of various modes of operation to
find the most efficient equipment mix?
Enable Design Resiliency:
Cooling system dependability in a mission critical facility is extremely important, and N+2 equipment
redundancy is not unlikely. Equipment redundancy decreases the probability of having thermal excursions.
Using a thorough analysis in the design process to explore the possible failures that may occur in a data
center can minimize any unplanned outages for a particular space.
Piping system is also an important component of design resiliency. Dual fed loops and ladders are one
approach to increasing reliability. This approach needs an analysis tool to quickly determine the worst case
scenarios.

Biography
Thomas A. Davidson, P.E., BEMP, DLB Consulting Engineers, Eatontown, NJ
Tom Davidson received a Bachelor of Science Degree in Mechanical Engineering from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. He is a Professional Engineer and ASHRAE Building Energy Modeling Professional
(BEMP), and has worked for DLB Associates in Eatontown NJ for the past 25+ years. He has been active in
ASHRAE TC9.9, Mission Critical Facilities, Data Centers, Technology Spaces and Electronic Equipment, for
the past 12 years, having helped to write and edit many of TC9.9’s publications, including Thermal Guidelines
for Data Processing Environments, Design Considerations for Datacom Equipment Centers, and Best
Practices for Datacom Facility Energy Efficiency. Among his work experiences, Tom has played a significant
role in the hydraulic and cooling system design of many of Google’s data centers worldwide, some of which
utilize no mechanical refrigeration at all, and which have PUE’s in the range of 1.10 to 1.15.
Michelle R. Contri, P.E. DLB Associates Consulting Engineers, Eatontown, NJ
Michelle Contri received a bachelor of science in Mechanical engineering from Alfred state college. She is a
Professional Engineer and Revit Architecture Certified Associate, and has worked for DLB Associates in
Eatontown NJ for the past 4 years.
She has been active in ASHRAE on the Local and Society Levels since college, and recently appointed to TC
4.2.
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Speaker

Topic

Theme

October 7, 2014

Tom Gustafson & Keith Miller

Fan Laws
Fan Efficiency Grades (FEG)-Meeting
the Requirements of ASHRAE
Standard 90.1-2013 and Current
Codes

Welcome Back

November 4, 2014

Douglas Zentz

What's Your EUI?

Past President’s Night

December 2, 2014

Bob Barrett

Steam Basics and
Optimization

Back to Basics Night

January 7, 2015

Kurt Kalafsky

Integrated Design Process

Joint Meeting With
NJ ASPE & NJ MCA

February 3, 2015

Michelle R. Contri and
Thomas A. Davidson

Hydraulic Modeling to
Enable Design Resiliency
and Quantify Pump Energy
Savings for Data Center
Chilled Water Systems

Research Promotion
Night

March 3, 2015

Mark Palitza

Natatorium Design

Membership & History
Night

April 7, 2015

Charles Waddell

Needlepoint Bipolar
Ionization and How to
Apply it to ASHRAE 62.1
IAQP

Student & YEA Night

April 17, 2015

**SAVE THE

DATE**

YEA Bowling Night

April 23, 2015

ASHRAE Free Webcast

New Tomorrow’s For
Today’s Buildings: Existing
Building Commissioning

Free ASHREAE Webcast

May 5, 2015

James Wolf

The Future Of Refrigerants

Installation of New
Officers & Refrigeration
Night

June 2015

Golf Outing

To Benefit ASHRAE
Research Promotion

-

June 2015

Summer Social

Significant Other Night

-
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RP Promotion
Chapter RP Chair: John Tellefsen
It is Research Promotion time! Donate / Invest money in ASHRAE Research!
We are again raising money for the Research Promotion through golf outings, 50/50, etc. At the
meeting I will show you examples of what our ASHRAE Fundamentals Handbook and one of the
ASHRAE Standards would be like without this funding for research. Ask me! You can also give
on line by clicking on the link below and filling out the on-line form! Be sure to include NJ
ASHRAE (007) as your chapter.
https://xp20.ashrae.org/secure/researchpromotion/rp.html
~~~~~~~ 2014-2015 Current Year ~~~~~~

We thank all the following members and companies for donating to the ASHRAE RP Promotion
for this year from July until January 22, 2014!
New Jersey ASHRAE Chapter
Mrs Dorrie A. Mercurio, PE
Mrs Michelle R Contri, PE
Mr Charles Lundt
Mr Christopher G Phelan
Mr Gearoid Foley
Mr James Rossetti, PE
Mr James Sarno, Jr
Mr John E Tellefsen
Mr Kent B Silveria
Mr Laurence J Shapiro, PE
Mr Pelagio Gonzales
Mr Richard Foster, Jr
Mr Robert A Rankel
Mr Robert J Daly, PE
Mr Roger A Shults
Mr Spencer Morasch

Treasurer’s Report
Chapter Treasure: Dorrie Mercurio
BIG NEWS!!!! Starting this month, we will be able to accept payment for the dinner meetings via
credit card. The service is through Pay Pal and we will even be able to email you a receipt. We are
very excited to be able to offer this service to our members!
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January Meeting Recap
Topic: Integrated Design Process
Held: January 7, 2014 at the Hotel Woodbridge
Speaker: Kurt M. Kalafsky, AIA, CSI

Principal/CTO
AIA New Jersey (AIANJ) - 2014 President

Many thanks to all who attended the joint meeting with the MCA and ASPE of New Jersey! As always,
this event was very well attended by all three societies. The event was kicked off with a networking
hour paired with some great vendor booths show casing some of the industry’s latest products.
Thank you to all the vendors who came out and donated door prizes! The network hour was followed
by Kurt Kalafsky’s presentation where he presented on a few high level concepts of what the
Integrated Design Process really is along with some of advice on how to make this succeed.

Presentation:
The presentation discussed the Integrated Design Process at a very high level. Kurt explained there
are no real set guidelines and that the process is defined upfront by all parties: owner, architect,
engineer, and contractor(s). The benefit to the Integrated Design Process is that the entire project,
along with any “value engineering”, can happen throughout the project to ensure the owner is going
to get the building and systems he wants for the right price for everyone. This type of process is
especially successful when dealing with tight budget constraints along with strict project deadlines.
Throughout the design, there is open communication and dialog between the owner, the architect,
the engineer, and the contractors that allows the design and construction to go as smoothly and
efficiently as possible.
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ASHRAE Region I 2014-15 Executive Committee & Society
DRC – Director & Regional Chair

RVC Chapter Technology Transfer

Regional Representative

Joseph L Furman
Automated Logic
16 Country Way
Wallingford, CT 06492-5356
W: (203)678-2208
joe.furman@automatedlogic.com

Alexander Weiss, PE
8 Bergen Beach Pl
Brooklyn, NY 11234-5743
W: (718)251-1154
weisseng@gmail.com

Garry N. Myers
WSP Flack + Kurtz
73 Bonnie Way
Allendale, NJ 07401-1127
W: (212)951-2815
GNMyers@optonline.net

ARC – Assistant Regional Chair
& Treasurer
Bill Walter
W: (315)432-6267
William.F.Walter@carrier.utc.com

Nominating Committee Member
Russell J Stuber
U&S Services, Inc.
233 Fillmore Ave Suite 11
Tonawanda, NY 14150-2316
W: (716)693-4490
stuberr@usservicesinc.com

RVC Student Activities
Ralph Draper.
31 Gebig Rd
Nottingham, NJ 03290-6107
W: (603)608-8600
rdw@disunix.unh.edu.com

RVC Grassroots Government
Activities Committee
Richard E Vehlow, PE
NYS OGS BU1
33Rd Fl Corning Tower
Albany, NY 12242-0001
W: (518)474-2471
Rev1969@gmail.com

Nominating Committee Alternate
Darcey A. Carbone
Stebbins-Duffy, Inc.
6 Damon Road
Medford, MA 02155-2903
W: (617)957-2567
tdcarbone@stebbinsduffy.com

Peter Oppelt
R.F. Peck Co.
191 Moorland Rd
Rochester, NY 14612-3421
W: (585)697-0836 ext. 103
poppelt@rfpeck.com

Regional Refrigeration Chair
Mark Cambria, PE
M/E Engineering, PC.
433 State Street, Suite 410
Schenectady, NY 12305
(W) (518)621-0533
mcambria@fusionsystemseng.com

RVC Membership Promotion
Steve Sill
W: (718)494-5133
stevesill1966@hotmail.com

Regional Historian
Stan Westhoff
W: (518)587-1949
stantley.westhoff@verizon.net

RVC Research Promotion
Chris Phelan
Thermco
228 Scoles Ave
Clifton, NJ 07012
W: (973)777-6700
chrisphelan@thermcoreps.com

Frank Rivera
Mechanical Heating Supply
476 Thompson Pl
Bronx, New York 10455
W: (646)245-7526
frivera@mechheat.com

Director of Member Services
Joyce Abrams
ASHRAE
1791 Tullie Circle, N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30329
404.636.8400
jabrams@@ashrae.org

Regional Chapter Programs Chair

Nominating Committee Reserve
Richard E Vehlow, PE
NYS OGS BU1
33Rd Fl Corning Tower
Albany, NY 12242-0001
W: (518)474-2471
Rev1969@gmail.com

YEA Regional Coordinator

Regional Electronics Communication
Committee Chair & Newsletter Judge
Stacie Suh
W: (781)258-1002
stacie@stebbinduffy.com

Director of Communications
and Publications
Jodi Scott
ASHRAE
1791 Tullie Circle, N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30329
404.636.8400
jdunlop@ashrae.org
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Through its scholarships, ASHRAE seeks to motivate students and prospective students worldwide to pursue an
engineering or technology career in the HVAC&R field. The Society’s Scholarship Program also serves the public
interest by aiding in the education of men and women to become qualified to practice as engineers in HVAC&R.
ASHRAE has 28 scholarships available for the 2015-16 school year, for high school seniors entering college through
senior undergraduate engineering students and engineering technology students. ASHRAE is seeking your assistance in
making student members aware of this financial assistance.
 8 regional/chapter and university-specific scholarships — $3,000 to $5,000 each. Now accepting applications!
 12 undergraduate engineering scholarships — $3,000 to $10,000 each. Finished accepting applications!
 4 high school senior scholarships — $3,000 each
4 engineering technology scholarships — $5,000 each

Qualified students are encouraged to apply at www.ashrae.org/scholarships.
Annual Application Deadlines:
December 1 for Undergraduate Engineering, Regional and University-specific Scholarships—PAST DUE!
May 1 for Engineering Technology and High School Senior Scholarships
Scholarships are awarded for the academic year following the application deadline beginning with the fall semester. For
a list of available scholarships, complete eligibility requirements, and an application, visit www.ashrae.org/
scholarships.
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ASHRAE Announces Next Energy Modeling Conference:
ATLANTA – ASHRAE has announced that its next “Energy Modeling Conference: Tools for Designing High Performance
Buildings” will take place September 30 to October 2, 2015, in Atlanta.
The conference builds on past ASHRAE Energy Modeling Conferences by addressing the industry need for “how to” do
certain aspects of energy and building simulation, according to Dennis Knight, conference chair, said. “The conference
theme is ‘Making the Difference with Modeling: From Concept to Facility Management,’ and broadly covers modeling from
start to finish through high quality case study presentations,” he said. ASHRAE seeks presenters who can speak specifically
about the use of modeling to design, construct, commission, operate and maintain new and existing buildings to improve a
building's energy performance and indoor environmental quality while reducing the cost to operate and maintain them. The
conference will focus on the tools, step-by-step processes, best practices and workflows for the application of single or
multiple modeling techniques.
Presentations addressing the following modeling techniques and processes are requested:





















HVAC load analysis
Daylighting
Water use
Computational fluid dynamics
BIM integration
Indoor environmental quality
Natural ventilation and passive systems
Humidity control
Envelope optimization
Whole building simulation
Energy analysis
Code compliance
Building performance rating system analysis
Utility rebates
Incentive programs
Renewable energy systems
Performance assessment (modeled versus actual performance)
Sensitivity and risk analysis
Modeling workflow and quality control for both input and output

Presenters are asked to highlight the economic benefits (business cases) for owners, design professionals, constructors and
facility managers for using energy models and building simulations throughout a building's life cycle:







Conceptual design
Final design
M&V
Existing building performance assessment
Retrofit assessment and end of useful life decision making



To submit a presentation application, visit www.ashrae.org/EMC2015.
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New 2015 Regional Standards and Effects on HVAC Industry Highlighted in Free ASHRAE Session
ATLANTA – The new year ushered in new regional federal efficiency standards for residential split system and packaged
central air conditioners. Guidance on how to meet those standards will be shared during a free session at ASHRAE’s 2015
Winter Conference, Jan. 24-28, Chicago.
The rationale for these standards is that the United States climate varies enormously; higher standards that save money in
Mobile may not save as much in Minneapolis. Regional standards ensure that we can get as much cost-effective
efficiency as possible, evaluating the cost effectiveness more appropriately for different locales. The standards took effect
January 1, 2015, although there are grace periods before enforcement will start.
Speakers will discuss these new standards during the free AHR Expo Session, New 2015 Regional Standards and the
Effects on Different Areas of the HVAC Industry, which takes place from 3-4:30 p.m. Monday, Jan. 26, at the AHR Expo,
McCormick Place, room S106a. No badge is required to attend.
In January 2010, manufacturers represented by the Air-Conditioning, Heating and Refrigeration Institute (AHRI) reached a
consensus with efficiency advocates on a proposal to adopt regional standards. Through negotiation with other parts of
the HVAC&R industry, a draft standard was developed with different required efficiencies for air conditioning using split
system and packaged air conditioners in each of three geographic regions. The consensus was adopted by the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) as a Direct Final Rule in January 2011.
For the first time, federal regulations are based on installation date as well as date of manufacture, so new regional
standards affect what distributors and contractors can sell and what consumers can purchase. The Expo Session explores
the new rule from the perspectives of experts involved in its origin, evolution and implementation.
The session is moderated by Kristin Heinemeier, University of California at Davis. Harvey Sachs, American Council for an
Energy-Efficient Economy, will outline the responsibilities of all parties as a result of the Negotiated Rulemaking on
Enforcement of Regional Standards in summer 2014, which is being codified by DOE. The new Rule, coupled with a
revised FTC “Yellow Label,” should give the best possible outcome for all parties trying to achieve efficiency and do
business.
Karim Amrane, Air-Conditioning, Heating and Refrigeration Institute and a negotiator of the regional agreement, will
explain the manufacturer’s perspective, including new burdens for data tracking and retention.
Distributors face some significant changes in how they do business, to be discussed by Ted Duffy from Hughes Supply,
Savannah, Ga. Even with the 18 month enforcement delay, distributors worry about making effective business decisions
in a new environment. Areas in which distribution crosses regional boundaries, and who is responsible for violations, are
major concerns.
Harlan Krepcik, Tidewater Community College, Portsmouth, Va., will offer the contractor’s perspective, focusing on
compliance, liability, and cashflow forecasting and growth planning. New record-keeping and information disclosure
requirements may help the reputable contractor, particularly if the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) changes the label to
appropriately support the regional standards.
The Conference takes place at the Palmer House Hilton, while the ASHRAE co-sponsored AHR Expo is held Jan. 26-28,
McCormick Place. Complete Conference information and registration can be found at www.ashrae.org/chicago.
The Technical Program begins Sunday, Jan. 25, and offers over 200 Professional Development Hours, as well as
Continuing Education Units, which can be applied toward a Professional Engineering license.
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Green Building Initiative Recognizes ASHRAE for Their Four Green Globes Achievement
ATLANTA — Green Building Initiative (GBI),a nonprofit organization committed to accelerating the adoption of
sustainable building practices and providers of the Green Globes® rating system, congratulates ASHRAE on achieving the
highest rating, of four Green Globes, on their international headquarters.
Jerry Yudelson, Green Building Initiatives president, presented the rating system certificate to ASHRAE President Tom
Phoenix during ASHRAE’s 2015 Winter Conference held this week in Chicago, Illinois.
“ASHRAE represents the ‘gold standard’ for building energy efficiency standards. We're pleased that ASHRAE now stands
at the pinnacle of achievement for green building, with the award of four Green Globes for its Atlanta headquarters building
from the Green Building Initiative. Through a months-long process, GBI's Green Globes Assessor worked with ASHRAE
staff to document the building's sustainable management practices. Only 3% of projects assessed by GBI achieve four
Globes certification, so this recognition is a rare honor and a tribute to ASHRAE's enlightened building operations,” said
Yudelson.
Sustainable measures include ongoing benchmarking in ENERGYSTAR for energy and water consumption; energy audits
through ASHRAE’s Building Energy Quotient system; quarterly inspection and maintenance of systems containing ozone
depleting substances; water audits for leaks and regular monitoring of recycling efforts and waste reduction and diversion
rate.
“ASHRAE continues to analyze and support technologies and tools that help accelerate the transformation to a more
sustainable built environment globally. As building sustainability rating systems gain more traction, they can guide building
owners and operators, and the occupants they serve, on ways to create healthy indoor environments that also reduce the
impact of buildings on outdoor environments. Sustainability rating systems complement consensus standards and
progressive building codes as we continually advance building systems, designs and operations. We are delighted that our
Headquarters building has earned the highest Green Globes rating to complement our original LEED Platinum rating,” said
Tom Phoenix, 2014-15 ASHRAE President.
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ASHRAE Recognizes Outstanding Industry Achievements
ATLANTA – Sixty-six people were recognized for their contributions to the Society and the built environment industry at
ASHRAE’s 2015 Winter Conference, Jan. 24-28, Chicago, Ill.
The F. Paul Anderson Award, ASHRAE’s highest for technical achievement, is given for notable achievement of
outstanding services performed in the HVAC&R field. The recipient is Presidential Member Damon Gowan, Fellow
ASHRAE, Life Member, retired president and chief executive officer, EMCOR-Gowan, Inc., Houston, Texas.
The ASHRAE Hall of Fame honors deceased members of the Society who have made milestone contributions to the
growth of ASHRAE-related technology or the development of ASHRAE as a society. Inductees are Rolla Carpenter, 1852
–1919, an author of the first heating and ventilating textbook for engineers, “Heating and Ventilating Buildings: a Manual
for Heating Engineers and Architects” and “Instructions for Mechanical Laboratory Practice: Text-Book of Experimental
Engineering;” and Robert Tamblyn, P.Eng., Fellow ASHRAE, Life Member , 1921–2012, a pioneer in many areas,
including application of heat pumps in commercial buildings (1950s), use of an on-floor fan system for variable air volume
applications in commercial buildings (1960s), applications for both hot and cold storage tanks in commercial buildings
(1970s), leading the first engineering firm to specialize in energy management (1973) and work on seasonal chilled water
storage (1980s).
Fellow ASHRAE is a membership grade that recognizes members who have attained distinction and made substantial
contributions in HVAC&R and the built environment such as education, research, engineering design and consultation,
publications, presentations and mentoring. The Society elevated 14 members to the grade of Fellow:





Tony Costa, P.E., Life Member, president and chief mechanical engineer, Costa Engineers, Napa, Calif.
Pankaj R. Dharkar, president and founder, Pankaj Dharkar and Associates, Ahmedabad Gujarat, India.
Egils Dzelzitis, Dr.-Ing., C.Eng., BEAP, BEMP, OPMP, a professor, Ripa Technical University, and CEO, Lafiap, Ripa,
Latvia.
 Bruce L. Flaniken, P.E., Life Member, manager of facilities maintenance services engineering, Houston Methodist
Hospital, Houston, Texas.
**For the Full List Visit www.ashrae.org/news.
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ASHRAE Announces Call for Papers for 2016 Winter Conference, January 23-27, Orlando
ATLANTA – ASHRAE has announced a call for papers for its 2016 Winter Conference in Orlando, Fla., Jan. 23-27.
"The 2016 ASHRAE Winter Conference will have a fresh feel with new tracks focused on design-build practices and
residential systems. We’ll continue our emphasis on energy efficiency and sustainability while addressing current
engineering and construction practices outside of the U.S. and Canada. We’re also taking one of the most attended
conference program styles and making an entire track out of debates. I think we’ll be offering our attendees some great
programs that align well with current trends in HVAC&R engineering,” Jennifer Leach, conference chair, said.
The increasing choice of Design Build project delivery brings the contractor and designer together on the same
team. The track explores the challenges and benefits, highlights successful projects and addresses several topics,
including contracts and alternative design and construction processes.
The Modern Residential Systems Track presents energy efficient solutions and the latest advances ranging from
glazing to water heating to lighting for the residential market.
The inventive aspect of engineering is covered in the Cutting Edge Technologies Track, exploring the efforts to achieve
net zero energy buildings. Papers and programs address recent advances in HVAC&R system design, equipment and
construction techniques including the responsible use of resources and energy recovery.
With ingenuity comes the debate as to the best practices where there may be divergent methods for accomplishing the
same task. The Great Debate Track seeks to bring a lively discussion in a point, counterpoint format on the “best”
approach for a certain project.
In addition, the 2016 ASHRAE Winter Conference also seeks papers addressing advances and practices across
HVAC&R systems, equipment, fundamentals and applications, especially for the International Design Track.
ASHRAE offers two types of paper submissions:
Conference Paper Abstracts due March 23, 2015. Upon acceptance, papers will be due July 6, 2015. These “final”
papers undergo a single-blind review, are submitted as a PDF and have an eight single-spaced page maximum
length.
Full Technical Papers due April 20, 2015. Papers submitted for review must be both technically accurate and clearly
written. These papers undergo a rigorous double-blind review and can be a maximum of 30 double-spaced
pages.
o submit a Conference paper abstract or a technical paper and for more information about the tracks, go to
www.ashrae.org/orlando.
The 2016 Winter ASHRAE Conference takes place at the Hilton Orlando. Held in conjunction with the 2016 Winter
Conference is the ASHRAE co-sponsored International Air-Conditioning, Heating, Refrigerating Exposition, Jan. 25-27,
2016 Orlando Convention Center. The AHR Expo will attract some 60,000 professionals and the ASHRAE Conference
will atract some 4,000 attendees and meeting participants.
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Federal Activities
Sens. Portman and Shaheen Offer Energy Efficiency Amendment to Keystone XL
Pipeline Bill
Earlier this week Senators Rob Portman (R-OH) and Jeanne Shaheen (D-NH) introduced the Energy
Efficiency Improvement Act as an amendment to the S.1, which would approve the Keystone XL Pipeline. The
Energy Efficiency Improvement Act would establish a voluntary new “Tenant Star” program that would help
align the interests of commercial building owners and their tenants to increase energy efficiency while
providing recognition and certification similar to the Energy Star program. The bill would also correct
regulations on grid-enabled water heaters, improve federal data center energy efficiency, and require federallyleased buildings without Energy Star labels to benchmark and disclose their energy usage data.
Last year the Energy Efficiency Improvement Act passed the House by a vote of 375 to 36 and nearly passed
the Senate.
Although President Barack Obama has issued a veto threat of S.1, some Senators are using the bill, which is
being considered under an open rule, as an opportunity to discuss their priority issues. Congress does not
currently, and is not expected to have enough votes to override the President’s veto.

Plans Unveiled for Reintroduction of the Energy Savings and Industrial
Competitiveness Act
Senators Rob Portman (R-OH) and Jeanne Shaheen (D-NH) plan to reintroduce their Energy Savings and
Industrial Competitiveness Act sometime before March. The bill nearly passed the Senate floor twice in the
past Congress. This bill is considered by many to be the single most significant energy efficiency bill in more
than a decade. It is unclear what, if any changes will be made to the bill when it is reintroduced later this year.
ASHRAE has supported this bill in the past, and will evaluate the legislation when text becomes available.

Rep. Sires Introduces Community Parks Revitalization Act – Promotes Green
Buildings, Energy Efficiency, and Benchmarking
Representative Albio Sires (D-NJ) recently introduced the Community Parks Revitalization Act (H.R. 201). This
bill would authorize the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to
establish a grant program that supports rebuilding, remodeling, expanding, integrating, or developing existing
or building new recreational areas and facilities, including improvements in park landscapes, infrastructure,
buildings, and support facilities. Priority would be given to projects that apply the LEED Green Building Guide
or other sustainability benchmarks that incorporate energy efficiency components, such as energy efficient
lighting and heating ventilation and air conditioning systems and apply the SITES sustainable landscape
guidelines of the Sustainable Sites Initiative.
The bill has been referred to the following committees: Natural Resources; Education and the Workforce;
Financial Services.
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GGAC Regional and Chapter Activities
National Engineers Week is February 22-28, 2015
A reminder that National Engineers Week this year is February 22-28. Chapters earn PAOE points when
elected or appointed officials issue proclamations at the request of the Chapter. Any proclamations issued due
to Chapter involvement should be forwarded to WashDC@ashrae.org. Promotional materials, including a draft
proclamation with cover letter, are available on the ASHRAE GGAC webpage.

Vermont Board of Professional Engineering to Hold Public Hearing on MOE
The Vermont Board of Professional Engineering with hold a public hearing on Thursday, February 5, 2015
regarding the possible changing of licensing requirements in that state. There is the potential that a bill will be
introduced in this session of the Vermont legislature to increase the educational requirement for some
engineering professions from a bachelors to a masters. The hearing will begin at 8:30 a.m. in:
Office of Professional Regulation—City Center
89 Main Street, 3rd Floor
Montpelier, Vermont 05620-3402

Washington State Considering Additional Energy Efficiency Measures
On December 17, 2014, Governor Jay Inslee announced a package of additional actions to transition
Washington to increased energy independence through use of clean energy, to reduce carbon pollution in
Washington and to meet the statutory greenhouse gas limits adopted by the state Legislature in 2008. The
proposals are based on work conducted under the Governor’s Executive Order 14-04.
Governor Inslee’s proposal has a number of components. In addition to carbon emission reduction, clean
transportation, and a clean fuel standard, the package requests $60 million for the Clean Energy Fund to help
research institutions, utilities and businesses develop, demonstrate and deploy new renewable energy and
energy efficiency solutions. Additionally, the state Department of Commerce will work with legislators and
affected parties to draft legislation to secure better energy use information for consumers, including improved
utility bills and expanded commercial building energy benchmarking. Implementation of this legislation will be
partially supported by U.S. Department of Energy funds provided to the West Coast states to develop
expanded energy information and disclosure programs. Also included are proposals for energy efficiency in
agriculture, industry and state government operations.
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One of the nation’s largest real estate investment trusts (REITs), Mack-Cali owns and manages premier office buildings
and luxury multi-family communities throughout the Northeast. With its deep market presence and diversity of real estate
services, this publicly traded real estate investment trust offers strong growth potential along with competitive
compensation and benefits.
ENERGY ANALYST
We currently have an outstanding opportunity for a motivated and organized Energy Analyst to join our Corporate Energy
team located in our Edison, NJ corporate office. Position requirements include, but are not limited to:
·
Continuously update electronic utility bill data base from scanned bill images;
·
Maintain central data bases that contain information related to buildings, utility accounts, tenant
electric accounts, rate indices, tax rates, etc.;
·
Cross check third party supplier bills with internal calculations and insure compliance with contract
terms;
·
Assist in preparing annual electric and gas utility budgets, procurement of energy supplies and
periodic metrics reporting;
·
Provide ongoing energy budget and other analytical services as needed.
JOB REQUIREMENTS:
·
Conceptual knowledge of the regulated and retail electricity and gas energy industry;
·
Working knowledge of utility bill elements such as tariffs and metering;
·
Highly developed mathematical and Excel skills;
·
2-4 years related experience;
·
College education preferred.
CONTACT US: In return for your energy, expert skills and enthusiasm, you will receive competitive compensation. For
immediate consideration please send resume, including salary requirements and job location you are interested in,
to:
Mack-Cali Realty Corporation, Attn: Human Resources
Apply by clicking this direct apply link: https://home.eease.com/recruit/?id=11042611 OR Fax: 732-590-1002
Mack-Cali is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for
employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, physical or mental disability or military status.
PLEASE NOTE:
Employment agencies that do not have a current, signed contract with Mack-Cali Realty Corporation should not
forward resumes to Mack-Cali Realty Corporation through this web site. Mack-Cali Realty Corporation will not be
liable for any fees, other compensation and/or reimbursement of expenses as a result of any submission of resumes
through this web site, unless the employment agency has a current, signed contract with Mack-Cali Realty Corporation for
that specific position.
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Advertising Rates
Newsletter Ad Includes:
 Business Card ad in 3 Newsletters (next newsletter is February), will be published the end of the
month)
COST: $75
Website Ad Includes:
 Business card ad on website for 1 year (starts month payment and business card are received)
 Link to your website
COST: $300
Newsletter and Website Includes:
 Business card ad in newsletters through June 2015
 Business card ad on website for 1 year
 Link to your website
COST: $350

